
Campus: Princeton High School

Author(s): Roger Gasmann Date Created / Revised: 7/25/2022

Six Weeks Period: 1st Six Weeks Grade Level & Course: 10th /11th/ 12th World History

Timeline:  9 Days Lesson Unit 1 Title: Intro & Early Man/ Civilizations

Stated Objectives:
TEKS Addressed in the
Lesson Unit

(Include TEK number
and (SE) student
expectation
description

Which subject-specific TEKS are going to be addressed in the lesson unit?

(1 History. The student understands traditional historical points of reference in world history.

1A Identify major causes and describe the major effects of the following events from 8000
BC to 500 BC: the development of agriculture and the development of the river valley
civilizations.

2 History. The student understands how early civilizations developed from 8000 BC to 500
BC.

2A Summarize the impact of the development of farming (Neolithic Revolution) on the
creation of river valley civilizations.

2B Identify the characteristics of civilization.

2C Explain how major river valley civilizations influenced the development of the classical
civilizations.

WH3 The Student understands the contributions and influences of classical civilizations from
500BC to 600AD on subsequent civilizations.

3A describe the major political, religious/philosophical, and cultural influences of Persia,
India, China, Israel, Greece, and Rome

15A locate places and regions of historical significance directly related to major eras and
turning points in world history.

15C interpret maps, charts, and graphs, to explain how geography has influenced people
and events in the past

16A identify important changes in human life caused by the Neolithic Revolution

17 Economics. The student understands the historical origins of contemporary economic
systems

18 The student understands the characteristics of political systems throughout history

19 Government. The student understands the characteristics of major political systems
throughout history.

19B Identify the characteristics of the following political systems: theocracy, absolute
monarchy,
democracy, republic, oligarchy, limited monarchy, and totalitarianism.

19B Identify the impact of political and legal ideas contained in the following documents:
Hammurabi's Code, the Jewish Ten Commandments, Justinian's Code of Laws, Magna



Carta, the English Bill of Rights, the Declaration of Independence, the U.S. Constitution, and
the Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen.

21A Summarize the development of the rule of law from ancient to modern times
22A describe the historical origins and central ideas in the development of monotheism
22B describe the historical origins, central ideas, and spread of major religious and
philosophical traditions, including Buddhism, Christianity, Confucianism, Hinduism, Islam,
Judaism, Sikhism,;

26A Identify the origin and diffusion of major ideas in mathematics, science, and technology
that occurred in river valley civilizations, classical Greece and Rome, classical India, and the
Islamic caliphates between 700 and 1200 and in China from the Tang to Ming dynasties.

29F  analyze information by sequencing, categorizing, identifying cause-and-effect relationships,
comparing, contrasting, finding the main idea, summarizing, making generalizations and predictions,
drawing inferences and conclusions, and developing connections between historical events over time;

30C interpret and create written, oral, and visual presentations of social studies information

Vocabulary Addressed

What unfamiliar terms will be introduced to the students that will enhance their
understanding of the concept?

Agriculture, Anthropology, Hunter-gather, Domestication, Civilization, irrigation,
division of labor, primary document, Subsistence, Commercial, Neolithic Revolution,
Surplus.

Anticipatory Set or
Introduction to Lesson
Unit

What activity will focus attention on the subject matter of the upcoming lesson unit,
establishing a mental set to pique the students' interest? 

Students will be asked to develop a list of items that are necessary for any
civilization to exists and share with classmates what they believe is necessary for
civilization to exist.  Students will then be asked to reconcile their "prelist" with the list
developed after studying the earliest civilizations.

Technology Integration: N/A

Teaching Strategies

What specific teaching strategies are going to be used to teach this lesson unit? What
approach will be used to provide information (explain) the lesson unit to the students?

Students will be presented with a multifaceted approach of instruction, including:

 Cooperative Learning
 Socratic Discussion
Jigsaw Activities 
Document Analysis
 Critical Thinking
 Visual Presentations

Modeling
What modeling will take place to demonstrate what the students will do?

Students will be see teacher-made examples, previous student examples and will also show
and discuss their own work with the class.



Day 1
Engage
Explain

Objective of the Day: We will explain the importance of why
we study World History.

Introductions/ Syllabus Review (15 mins)

Engage (30 mins)
Teacher PPT Presentation: The History of the World
-Students will develop an understanding of why we study
world history.
-History of the World in 7mis (Video)

Explain (5 mins)
Closing Task
Students will write a short 3 sentence paragraph on how one
event in world history impacted their life.

Materials/Resources
- Teacher PPT
- Syllabus
- Video

HIstory of the
World PPT &
Video

Day 2
Engage
Explain
Elaborate
Explore
Evaluate

Objective of the Day: Students will explain the importance of
archeology and anthropology in the understanding of
prehistoric humans.

Engage/Explain
First Up (30 mins)
Student vocabulary and comprehension
Students will read pages 4-8 in the text and define the
following terms and complete the following questions:
Define: Archeology, anthropology, hominid, “Out of Africa”
Theory.

Questions:
1. How do we define learn information about prehistory?
2. How did Hominids develop?
3. How did the first humans adapt to survive?
4. Describe how the Paleolithic way of life revolved

around acquiring food?

Elaborate
Cornell Note Taking Activity(15 mins)
-Teacher will lead activity discussing early human
development and incorporating that knowledge into a note
taking activity.
-Students will learn how to organize class lessons into Cornell
notes.

Explore/Evaluate
Closing Task(5 mins)
Exit Card
What discovery of Paleolithic peoples do you think was most
important to their survival? Why?

Materials/ resources
- Cornell outline
- Class book and

resources
- Index cards for exit

cards
Cornell Notetaking
Template

https://docs.google.com/a/princetonisd.net/presentation/d/1iYIvnNj3jLmE_qrciYcZZzyKMnWHyK2oDQ1LsvFBdqU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/a/princetonisd.net/presentation/d/1iYIvnNj3jLmE_qrciYcZZzyKMnWHyK2oDQ1LsvFBdqU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/a/princetonisd.net/presentation/d/1iYIvnNj3jLmE_qrciYcZZzyKMnWHyK2oDQ1LsvFBdqU/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/princetonisd.net/file/d/0B4ZRz1imbTKNMjJ1d1ZjdlBVcVU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/princetonisd.net/file/d/0B4ZRz1imbTKNMjJ1d1ZjdlBVcVU/view?usp=sharing


Day 3
Engage/Explore
Explain
Elaborate
Evaluate

Objective of the day: To be able to explain the significance
of the Neolithic Revolution to the development of human
civilizations.

Engage/Explore
Student Predictions (10 mins)
-Students will review what they learned about how Paleolithic
peoples survived in their Cornell notes.
They will then predict possible positives and negatives that
would result if these nomadic hunter-gatherers learned to
farm. How might farming both positively and negatively
affect the ways in which early humans lived?
-This will begin with students creating a T-chart then using
that information to develop a paragraph answering the
question above.

Explore(cont.)
Class discussion on predictions (5 mins)
-Teacher will create a T-Chart on the board and call for
student responses both positive and negative.
-Once predictions are established, continue to the day’s
lesson.

Explain
Independent Assignment (15 mins)

- Students will read pages 11-15 and define the
following words and complete the following questions:

- Neolithic Revolution, systematic agriculture, artisans,
culture, civilization, priests.

- 1. Create a chart explaining the 6 major
characteristics of civilizations.

- 2. How did large-scale agriculture lead to new
patterns of living in river valley civilizations?

Cornell PPT Notes: Neolithic Revolution (15 mins)
PPT Unit 1 Day 3, Neolithic Revolution

- Teacher will lead class in note taking and discussions
on the Neolithic Revolution and its impact on human
development.

Elaborate/Evaluate
Closing Task (5 mins)
Using the chart on the 6 major characteristics of civilization,
students will discuss how it would apply to their school (ex.
Central government= principals)

Materials/resources
Teacher created PPT on
Neolithic revolution
- Cornell handouts
Cornell Notetaking
Template

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1U_PFXryGuvWPybPaFB0YRiuvJIj1C9XrwF9xp0VAD8M/edit#slide=id.p1
https://drive.google.com/a/princetonisd.net/file/d/0B4ZRz1imbTKNMjJ1d1ZjdlBVcVU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/princetonisd.net/file/d/0B4ZRz1imbTKNMjJ1d1ZjdlBVcVU/view?usp=sharing


Day 4 Objective of the Day: Students to understand and explain
the culture of ancient Mesopotamia and its impact on future
river valley civilizations.

Evaluate (15 mins)
First up: Quiz on Early man and the development of
farming (Quiz 1-1 & 1-2).

Engage (20 mins)
-Teacher led discussion and note taking activity on
Mesopotamia and the 4 major river valley civilizations.

Explain/Closing Task (15 mins)
Independent Assignment
-Students will read pages 16-19 and complete definitions and
PERSIA chart detailing the characteristics of Mesopotamian
Civilization.
Terms to Define: City-state, ziggurat, cuneiform, polytheistic,
theocracy.

Materials/Resources
- Quizzes 1-1, 1-2
- Teacher video/PPT

early river
civilizations

- Handout- PERSIA
charts for students

Blank PERSIA Chart

Day 5
Engage
Explore/Elaborate
*Note: Pep Rally &
Shortened class

Objective of the Day: Locate and identify the 4 major river
valley civilizations.

Engage
Independent Reading (25 mins)
-students will complete “Chapters in Brief 2” handout and
complete associated questions explaining the 4 major river
valley civilizations.

Explore/ Elaborate
PERSIA chart activity (15 mins)

- Students will complete A PERSIA chart and color
map identifying the 4 major river civilizations based
on readings from hand-out.

Closing Task(10 mins)
Students will color and label map identifying the 4 major river
civilizations and relevant landforms and continents. Key
Question: Why do you believe other cultures and places never
developed into large complex civilizations?

Materials/Resources
- Hand-out

“Chapters in Brief
2”

- Blank PERSIA
Charts

- Colored Pencils
- Blank outline maps

Blank PERSIA Charts

Chapters in Brief Reading
Link

Day 6
Engage
Explore

Objective of the Day: Students will be able to describe the
culture and innovations made by Ancient Egyptians.

Engage/
Egyptian Writing Activity (10 mins)
-Students will look at Egyptian hieroglyphs and use it to write
their full name and a complete sentence giving their favorite
color “my favorite color is ______.”
-Students will then answer the questions:
1. Why do you believe writing would be important to ancient
Egyptians?
2. What are setbacks to writing using hieroglyphs?
3. Do you believe Egyptians use hieroglyphs in their everyday
life? Why or why not?

Explore/
Class discussion (5 mins)
-Discuss the bell-ringer assignment questions.

Materials/resources
- Teacher PPT and

short videos
-
- Handouts on

Hieroglyphics,
Cornell outline,
and blank Venn
Diagrams

- Class books

https://docs.google.com/document/d/0B4ZRz1imbTKNZ0RiM0NzRmkyZjQ/edit?resourcekey=0-HQ7OidDgbCZRDT3PCi1efg#
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1FabkJO_ohhDNOzChdICZmMWXvLoO9EkEF1ojBSmfpo4/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1FabkJO_ohhDNOzChdICZmMWXvLoO9EkEF1ojBSmfpo4/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1FabkJO_ohhDNOzChdICZmMWXvLoO9EkEF1ojBSmfpo4/edit
https://drive.google.com/a/princetonisd.net/file/d/0B4ZRz1imbTKNLUk2LUJpOFBtRU0/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/princetonisd.net/file/d/0B4ZRz1imbTKNLUk2LUJpOFBtRU0/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=d2ZzZC5rMTIubnkudXN8bXNrY291ZHJleXxneDoyZWUyNGM5M2MyYzUyMjBi
https://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=d2ZzZC5rMTIubnkudXN8bXNrY291ZHJleXxneDoyZWUyNGM5M2MyYzUyMjBi


Engage/Explore
Cornell & Class Discussions (15 mins)
Complete Day 2 of Note-taking/class discussion: River Valley
Civilizations.

Explore
Student Independent Assignment (15 mins)
Students will read pages 26-30 and complete the following
tasks in Cornell Format:
1. Geography- in the margins students will draw a small
outline map of Africa and draw in the Nile River and Sahara
Desert. Students will label the location of ancient Egypt as
well.
2. Definitions- students will define dynasty, pharaoh,
bureaucracy, hieroglyphics, and hieratic script.
3. Students will answer the following questions: What are
some geographic advantages of Egypt’s location? What role
did the Nile River play in the development of Egyptian
civilization? What were some of the cultural contributions of
ancient Egyptians?

Elaborate
Closing Task- Partnered Think-Pair-Share (5 mins)
Students working in partnered groups will discuss similarities
and differences between ancient Egypt and Mesopotamian
civilization. They will create a partnered Venn Diagram with
the information they came up with. They will turn the Venn
Diagrams in for grade.

Day 7 & 8
Elaborate/
Evaluate
NOTE: 2-day lesson

Objective of the Day: Students will understand the 6 major
characteristics of civilization.

Elaborate/Evaluate
My Civilizations (45 mins)
Students will be given Rubric and assignment details to create
their own civilization. In doing so they will have to use the 6
major characteristics of civilization to describe it. They will
also have to create a map of their civilization illustrating its
location and all aspects of civilization.
-It will be a 2-day project and students will need to also create
a PERSIA chart comparing their civilization to Egypt &
Mesopotamia.

Elaborate
Closing Task/ Exit Card (5 mins)
Question? What do you believe was the most important factor
in the development of civilizations? Why? How do you believe
our world would be today if that development had never
occurred? Explain.

Day 8
Objective of the Day: Students will be able to accurately
identify and chart the major characteristics of Civilization.

Continuation of Project (30 mins)
(Conclude Civilization partnered project) Students will
conclude the creation of a civilization they created to show

Materials/Resources
-Rubric and project details
-Maps and textbooks
-checklist for students

My Civilization Rubric &
Project

https://drive.google.com/a/princetonisd.net/file/d/0B4ZRz1imbTKNUlllMC1IOUpzX2s/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/princetonisd.net/file/d/0B4ZRz1imbTKNUlllMC1IOUpzX2s/view?usp=sharing


understanding of the major characteristics associated with
civilizations.

Presentation of Assignment: (15 mins)
Students will briefly explain 1-2 aspects of the civilization they
created using one of the characteristics we have been
studying in class.

Closing Task (5 mins)
Complete checklist for turn-in of project/ Group/partnered
study review for exam. Exit Card: Student will use at least 3
characteristics of civilization and give examples from
modern times in the USA.

Day 9
Evaluate

Objective of the Day: Students will demonstrate knowledge
of learned materials through completing exam on Unit 1.

Material/resources
-Test 1.
Test I Hyperlink

Checking for
Understanding

What check(s) will be used to determine if learners have understood the material and
activities of the lesson?

The students will actively take part in discussions over the material being covered. Checks
for understanding will be made during discussions on specific points and emphasis will be
placed on areas that are most important.  Daily assignments may also serve as a means of
checking for understanding.

Opportunities to
Relearn
(Reteach)

If necessary, what alternative teaching methods will be used to teach the same information
or skill? Consider teaching methods that address different learning styles, e.g., auditory,
visual, tactile, and kinesthetic.

Students will receive re-teaching opportunities at various times throughout the lesson.  Skills
assessments will be done during the mired of activities.  New activities and assignments will
be developed to address any lack of content or skills.

Technology Integration: N/A

Accommodations for
Special Populations

What alternative instructional modifications and adaptations that address all learners' needs
are necessary, if any?
Accommodations for instruction will be provided as stated on each student’s (IEP)
Individual Education Plan for special education, 504, at risk, and ESL/Bilingual.

Strategies for English
Language Learners
(ELLs)

What additional teaching strategies will be used to accommodate the needs of English
Language Learners during this lesson unit?

Cooperative learning will be used throughout the lesson as well as peer tutoring.   ELLs will
be provided additional resources such as visual aids, note taking assistance, and
individualized attention as the situation merits.

The below strategies will be used as applicable for each ESL student:
1.       Speak clearly and demonstrate using manipulative, visual aides and gestures.
2.       Summarize lesson with clear, simple statements of facts.
3.       Provide alternate methods of completing assignments.
4.       Ask questions requiring short answers.
5.       Explain in small, distinct steps.
6.       Assign tasks at the appropriate level (lower if needed).
7.       Shorten length of assignments to allow for translation time.
8.       Use positive reinforcements.

https://drive.google.com/a/princetonisd.net/file/d/0B4ZRz1imbTKNZ0RiM0NzRmkyZjQ/view?usp=sharing


9.       Use all learning modalities.
10.     Use preferred seating near teacher or peer tutor.
11.     Use fewer pronouns and minimize use of idioms.

Assessment or
Evaluation

(Formative and
Summative to Assess
Mastery)

What formal assessment that provides learning criteria and indicators through traditional or
alternative assessment means will be used? State what the learner will do to demonstrate
understanding and mastery of objectives (this should be directly tied to the lesson unit
objectives).

Students will be given an evaluation that consists of multiple choice and essay questions, as
well as TAKS formatted questions.

Enrichment / Extension

What challenging instructional activities can be provided for students who demonstrate
academic proficiency of curriculum objectives? Focus on Application and Transference to the
"Real World". Make a connection between past and present.

Students who easily master the content will have the opportunity to search the globe (via an
atlas) to find other areas in the world that may have been suitable for early civilizations and
asked to create a list of reason why civilization did not develop there until a later date.

Technology Integration: N/A

Campus: Princeton High School

Author(s): Roger Gasmann Date Created / Revised: 7/27/2021

Six Weeks Period: 1st Six Weeks Grade Level & Course: 11th/ 12th World History

Timeline:  10 Lesson Unit Title: Unit 3 – Emergence & Collapse of Classical
Empires 500BC to 600AD (Lesson 1)

Stated Objectives:
TEKS Addressed in
the Lesson Unit

(Include TEK
number and (SE)
student expectation
description

Which subject-specific TEKS are going to be addressed in the lesson unit?

WH.1B:  identify major causes and describe the major effects of the following events from 500 BC to AD
600: the development of the classical civilizations of Greece, Rome, Persia, India (Maurya and Gupta),
China (Zhou, Qin, and Han), and the development of major world religions;

WH.2C: explain how major river valley civilizations influenced the development of the classical civilizations.

WH.3A: describe the major political, religious/philosophical, and cultural influences of Persia, India, China,
Israel, Greece, and Rome, including the development of monotheism, Judaism, and Christianity;

WH.3B: explain the impact of the fall of Rome on Western Europe; and

WH.3C: compare the factors that led to the collapse of Rome and Han China.

WH.16A: locate places and regions of historical significance directly related to major eras and turning points
in world history;

WH.16C: interpret maps, charts, and graphs to explain how geography has influenced people and events in
the past.

WH.18B: identify the characteristics of the following political systems: theocracy, absolute monarchy,
democracy, republic, oligarchy, limited monarchy, and totalitarianism.



WH.19A: explain the development of democratic-republican government from its beginnings in the
Judeo-Christian legal tradition and classical Greece and Rome

WH.19B: identify the impact of political and legal ideas contained in the following documents: Hammurabi's
Code, the Jewish Ten Commandments, Justinian's Code of Laws, Magna Carta, the English Bill of Rights,
the Declaration of Independence, the U.S. Constitution, and the Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the
Citizen;

WH.20B: describe the rights and responsibilities of citizens and noncitizens in civic participation throughout
history;

WH.21B: identify the influence of ideas regarding the right to a "trial by a jury of your peers" and the
concepts of "innocent until proven guilty" and "equality before the law" that originated from the
Judeo-Christian legal tradition and in Greece and Rome;

WH.22B: describe the historical origins, central ideas, and spread of major religious and philosophical
traditions, including Buddhism, Christianity, Confucianism, Hinduism, Islam, Judaism, Sikhism, and the
development of monotheism;

WH.22C: identify examples of religious influence on various events referenced in the major eras of world
history.

WH.23A: describe the changing roles of women, children, and families during major eras of world history;

WH.24A: summarize the fundamental ideas and institutions of Eastern civilizations that originated in China
and India

WH.24B: summarize the fundamental ideas and institutions of Western civilizations that originated in
Greece and Rome;

WH.25B: describe examples of art, music, and literature that transcend the cultures in which they were
created and convey a universal theme.

WH.26A: identify the origin and diffusion of major ideas in mathematics, science, and technology that
occurred in river valley civilizations, classical Greece and Rome, classical India, and the Islamic caliphates
between 700 and 1200 and in China from the Tang to Ming dynasties;

WH.26E: identify the contributions of significant scientists such as Archimedes, Copernicus, Eratosthenes,
Galileo, Pythagoras, Isaac Newton, and Robert Boyle.

WH.28E: analyze information by sequencing, categorizing, identifying cause-and-effect relationships,
comparing, contrasting, finding the main idea, summarizing, making generalizations and predictions,
drawing inferences and conclusions, and developing connections between historical events over time;

WH.28F: construct a thesis on a social studies issue or event supported by evidence;

WH.30B:  use effective written communication skills, including proper citations and avoiding plagiarism.
WH.30C: interpret and create written, oral, and visual presentations of social studies information;

Vocabulary
Addressed

What unfamiliar terms will be introduced to the students that will enhance their understanding of
the concept?

- Empire, patriarchal, monarchy, epic poem,  polis, agora, tyrant, oligarchy, ephor,
acropolis, phalanx, democracy, helot, age of Pericles, direct democracy, philosophy,
tragedy, Socratic method, Hellenistic era, caste system, Hinduism, reincarnation, karma,
dharma, Buddhism, nirvana, Silk Road, Vedas, Confucianism, Daoism, Legalism,
republic, patrician, plebeian, triumvirate, dictator

Anticipatory Set or
Introduction to
Lesson Unit

What activity will focus attention on the subject matter of the upcoming lesson unit, establishing a
mental set to pique the students' interest? 



This lesson helps students understand the development of and contributions / influences
made by the early empires of Egypt, China, Greece, India & Rome.

Technology Integration: N/A

Teaching Strategies

What specific teaching strategies are going to be used to teach this lesson unit? What approach
will be used to provide information (explain) the lesson unit to the students?

Students will be presented with a multifaceted approach of instruction, including:

 Cooperative Learning
 Socratic Discussion
Jigsaw Activities 
Document Analysis
 Critical Thinking
 Visual Presentations

Modeling
What modeling will take place to demonstrate what the students will do?

Students will be able see teacher-made examples, previous student examples and will also show
and discuss their own work with the class.

Day 10
Engage
Explore

Objective of the Day: Students will be introduced to
Ancient Greece, its influence on the modern world, its
geographic advantages and disadvantages. They will
also learn about the first Greek civilization, the
Minoans.

Engage (25 – Mins):
Teacher PPT Presentation: Ancient Greece – The
Cradle of Western Civilization

- Students will begin a Cornell outline on Ancient
Greece.

- Students will being to develop an
understanding of Ancient Greece and its
influence on the modern world.

- Students will understand the geography of
Greece and its role in its history (advantages
and disadvantages)

- Students will be introduced to the first Greek
civilization, the Minoans(2800-1450 BC)

Explore (10 – Mins):
Video – Mystery of the Ancient Minoans

Closing Task (15 – Mins):
Students will read the “Place & Time” Feature in the
text book p74-75.

- On an exit card, provide some examples of
elements of their school experiences that can
be related to Greek influences mentioned in
the “Place & Time” feature.

Materials / Resources:

- PPT Presentation – WH2 -
Ancient Greece – The Cradle
of Western Civilization
PPT Ancient Greece

- Video (link embedded in the
PPT)

- Cornell Notes
- Index Cards – Exit Card
- World History Text Book

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/15xobciY82rjcy09gepoJfDBwEoGOPJjR35UkJdwCuMM/edit?usp=sharing


Day 11
Explore
Engage
Explain
Elaborate

Objective of the Day: Students will be introduced to
the Mycenaean Civilization of Greece (1600 – 1100
BC) and it’s effect on Greek history.

Explore (20 – Mins):
First Up
Students will read pages 76 & 77 in the text book and
answer the following guided reading questions:

- What characterized the early Greek civilization
of the Mycenaean’s?

- What do the fortified palaces of the Mycenaean
monarchs suggest about Mycenaean
civilization?

Engage (20 – Mins):
Continue the Teacher PPT Presentation: Ancient
Greece – The Cradle of Western Civilization

- Students will continue their Cornell outline on
Ancient Greece.

- Students will be given an overview of the
Mycenaean civilization and its growth

Explore/Explain/Elaborate (10 – Mins):
Closing Task:
Students will be shown a Horrible Histories video on
Helen of Troy as a light-hearted overview of this
historical character and the event surrounding her life.

Students will be given a homework project due in one
week.  Project is as follows:

- Research the Trojan War and the Odyssey
- Rewrite a story based on one of these stories
- The story must be set in modern times and

have accompanying illustrations
- Should be a minimum of 3 pages
- Can be done as a short story, graphic novel or

a comic strip.
- (Note student will be given a brief synopsis of

the Trojan Wars and Odyssey (Odyssey
Summary PDF)

Materials / Resources:
- PPT Presentation – WH2 -

Ancient Greece – The Cradle
of Western Civilization

- Video (link embedded in the
PPT)

- Cornell Notes
- World History Text Book

Day 12
Explore
Engage

Objective of the Day: Students will be introduced to
the Dorians and gain understanding of how they
influenced Greek history and culture.

Explore (10 – Mins):
First Up
Ancient Greece Map exercise.

- Students will complete labeling a map of
Ancient Greece with key cities and bodies of
water as a review of the Mycenaean
civilization.

- Student will label individual maps following
map shown in the Teacher PPT Presentation:
Ancient Greece – The Cradle of Western
Civilization

Engage (25 – Mins):
Continue the Teacher PPT Presentation: Ancient
Greece – The Cradle of Western Civilization

Materials / Resources:

- PPT Presentation – WH2 -
Ancient Greece – The Cradle
of Western Civilization

- WH2 – Ancient Greece Map –
Handout

- Cornell Notes
- Index Card / Exit Card

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/15xobciY82rjcy09gepoJfDBwEoGOPJjR35UkJdwCuMM/edit#slide=id.p4
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/15xobciY82rjcy09gepoJfDBwEoGOPJjR35UkJdwCuMM/edit#slide=id.p4
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/15xobciY82rjcy09gepoJfDBwEoGOPJjR35UkJdwCuMM/edit#slide=id.p4
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/15xobciY82rjcy09gepoJfDBwEoGOPJjR35UkJdwCuMM/edit#slide=id.p4


- Students will continue their Cornell outline on
Ancient Greece.

- Students will be given an overview of The
Dorians and their invasion of Greece in
1100BC to 750BC.
● How Greeks fled to Asia Minor (Ionia) and

learned new cultures in those lands
● As Dorian influence and power faded,

Ionian Greeks returned to their lands and
introduced this new culture to create an
new civilization – Hellenic Civilization and
its influences

Engage (10 – Mins):
Continue the Teacher PPT Presentation: Ancient
Greece – The Cradle of Western Civilization

- Students will continue their Cornell outline on
Ancient Greece.

- Students are introduced to Greek City – States
and their role in the development of
government and democracy.

Elaborate (5 – Mins):
Closing Task:
Exit Card
Critical Thinking Exercise

- Student will compare the Dorian Invasion to
the Taliban in modern day Afghanistan.

- List similarities of each on an exit card.

Day 13
Explore
Engage
Elaborate

Objective of the Day: Students will gain an
understanding of the first of the two most famous
Greek City States, Sparta – The Warrior City-State.

Explore (15 – Mins):
First Up
Students will read pages 82 & 83 in the text book and
complete the following:

- Create a T Chart with the column headings
“Men & Women”.

- Complete the T Chart with information about
the different roles of men and women in
Spartan society.

Engage (20 – Mins):
Continue the Teacher PPT Presentation: Ancient
Greece – The Cradle of Western Civilization

- Students will continue their Cornell outline on
Ancient Greece.

- Students are introduced to the Greek City –
State of Sparta, their society and their role as a
military force.

Elaborate (15 – Mins):
Closing Task:

- Students will watch an embedded video in the
PPT on Sparta and answer the guided
questions in the handout WH2 – Sparta Video
Questions.

Materials / Resources:
- Paper
- Cornell Notes
- PPT Presentation – WH2 -

Ancient Greece – The Cradle
of Western Civilization

- Video (link in PPT) – Last
Stand of the 300 Part 2

- WH2 – Sparta Video
Questions

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/15xobciY82rjcy09gepoJfDBwEoGOPJjR35UkJdwCuMM/edit#slide=id.p4
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/15xobciY82rjcy09gepoJfDBwEoGOPJjR35UkJdwCuMM/edit#slide=id.p4
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/15xobciY82rjcy09gepoJfDBwEoGOPJjR35UkJdwCuMM/edit#slide=id.p4


- These will be turned in at the end of class.

Day 14
Explore
Engage
Elaborate

Objective of the Day: Students will gain an
understanding of the second of the two most famous
Greek City States, Athens – The Birthplace of Western
Civilization and understand the major differences
between the Spartan and Athenian City-States.

Explore (15 – Mins):
First Up:
Students will read pages 84 in the text book and
complete the following:

- Create a linear timeline from 700BC to 508BC
showing the sequence of major events in the
move toward democracy in Athens

- Answer the question: In what ways did the
reforms put in place by Cleisthenes build the
foundation for Athenian democracy?

Engage (15 – Mins):
Continue the Teacher PPT Presentation: Ancient
Greece – The Cradle of Western Civilization

- Students will continue their Cornell outline on
Ancient Greece.

- Students are introduced to the Greek City –
State of Athens and their role in the birth of
democracy.

Elaborate (20 – Mins):
Closing Task:
On a piece of paper, students will Create a T Chart with
the column headings “Sparta & Athens”.

- Using their Cornell Notes, students will
compare & contrast the cultures of these two
city-states (at least 15 items)

- Answer the following two questions:
o What advantages might Sparta have

over Athens (and vice-versa)?
o How might these places (both Sparta

& Athens if they existed today) be
views by today’s standards?

- Paper to be turned in at the end of class.

Homework Assignment:
Complete the handout – WH2 – Who’s Who in Ancient
Greece.

Materials / Resources:
- Paper
- Cornell Notes
- PPT Presentation – WH2 -

Ancient Greece – The Cradle
of Western Civilization

- Handout for Homework –
WH2 – Who’s Who in Ancient
Greece

Day 15
Explore
Engage
Elaborate

Objective of the Day: Students will be introduced to
the Persian Empire, the Persian Wars and the battles
of Marathon, Thermopylae, Salamis and
Peloponnesus.

Explore (30 – Mins):
First Up:
In groups, research and write a synopsis on the Battle
of Marathon to include the following:

1. Groups involved
2. Advantages & disadvantages of each
3. Causes (Reasons why the war happened)
4. The leaders of each army

Materials / Resources:
- Cornell Notes
- PPT Presentation – WH2 -

Ancient Greece – The Cradle
of Western Civilization

- Index Card (Exit Card)

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/15xobciY82rjcy09gepoJfDBwEoGOPJjR35UkJdwCuMM/edit#slide=id.p4
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/15xobciY82rjcy09gepoJfDBwEoGOPJjR35UkJdwCuMM/edit#slide=id.p4
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/15xobciY82rjcy09gepoJfDBwEoGOPJjR35UkJdwCuMM/edit#slide=id.p4
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/15xobciY82rjcy09gepoJfDBwEoGOPJjR35UkJdwCuMM/edit#slide=id.p4
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/15xobciY82rjcy09gepoJfDBwEoGOPJjR35UkJdwCuMM/edit#slide=id.p4
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/15xobciY82rjcy09gepoJfDBwEoGOPJjR35UkJdwCuMM/edit#slide=id.p4


5. Battle strategy used
6. The outcome of the war

Have groups report their findings.  Have different
groups provide different answers.

Engage (15 – Mins):
Continue the Teacher PPT Presentation: Ancient
Greece – The Cradle of Western Civilization

- Students will continue their Cornell outline on
Ancient Greece.

- Review causes of the Persian Wars and map
showing size of Greece compared to the
Persian Empire.

Elaborate (5 – Mins):
Closing Task:
Exit Card:
Critical Thinking Exercise:
Students answer the following question on an Exit Card

- Why do you believe Persia felt confident about
an easy victory over the Greeks?

Day 16
Engage
Elaborate
Explore

Objective of the Day: Students will continue the study
of the Persian Wars taking a closer look at the Battle of
Marathon (490 BCE).

Engage (20 – Mins):
Continue the Teacher PPT Presentation: Ancient
Greece – The Cradle of Western Civilization

- Students will continue their Cornell outline on
Ancient Greece.

- Review key points in the Battle of Marathon.
- Review embedded video on the Battle of

Marathon (History Channel) – 13 minutes

Elaborate (20 – Mins):
Continue the Teacher PPT Presentation: Ancient
Greece – The Cradle of Western Civilization

- Students will continue their Cornell outline on
Ancient Greece.

- Review Advantages and Disadvantages to
both the Greeks and the Persians.

- Review 2nd embedded video on the Battle of
Marathon (History Channel) – 12 minutes

Engage (5 – Mins):
Continue the Teacher PPT Presentation: Ancient
Greece – The Cradle of Western Civilization

- Students will continue their Cornell outline on
Ancient Greece.

- Review outcome of the Battle of Marathon.

Explore (5 – Mins):
Closing Task:
Exit Card:
Critical Thinking Exercise

Materials / Resources:
- Cornell Notes
- PPT Presentation – WH2 -

Ancient Greece – The
Cradle of Western
Civilization

- Video 1  – 13 Mins
- Video 2 – 12 Mins
- Index Card (Exit Card)

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/15xobciY82rjcy09gepoJfDBwEoGOPJjR35UkJdwCuMM/edit#slide=id.p4
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/15xobciY82rjcy09gepoJfDBwEoGOPJjR35UkJdwCuMM/edit#slide=id.p4
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/15xobciY82rjcy09gepoJfDBwEoGOPJjR35UkJdwCuMM/edit#slide=id.p4
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/15xobciY82rjcy09gepoJfDBwEoGOPJjR35UkJdwCuMM/edit#slide=id.p4


On and exit card, answer the following question:
- What would motivate Athenians, Spartans and

other Greeks to put aside their differences and
unite?

Day 17
Explore
Engage

Objective of the Day: Students will explore the
Peloponnesian War and its lasting effect on Greece.

Explore (15 – Mins):
First Up:
Students will read pages 90 and 91, the section titled
The Great Peloponnesian War and answer the
following two questions:

- How did Athens growing power lead to conflict
with Sparta?

- What different strategies did Sparta and
Athens adopt to fight the Peloponnesian War?

Elaborate (30 – Mins):
Using their Cornell Notes Outlines, the students will
research and answer the following questions:

- Who was Pericles & how did he transform
Athens after the Persian Wars?

- Why is this period in Greek history called the
“Classical Age?”

- What were 2 causes of the Peloponnesian
War?

- What alliances fought during this period?
- What role did Persia play during this war?
- What lasting effects did the Peloponnesian

War have on Greece?
- What opportunities could Greece have

capitalized on after the Persian War to improve
cooperation and unity throughout Greece?

Engage (5 – Mins):
Closing Task (Homework Assignment)
Students will create a “Breaking News” newspaper
front page, headlining and covering the Great
Peloponnesian War.

Effort is to include the following:
- Who? Was in the war
- What? Happened during the war
- When? Did it take place
- Where? Did it take place
- Why? Did the war being in the 1st place
- How? Did the winner prevail

Materials / Resources:
- PPT Presentation – WH2 -

Ancient Greece – The Cradle
of Western Civilization

- Cornell Notes
- Copy or notebook paper

Day 18
Explore
Elaborate
Engage

Objective of the Day: Students will be introduced to
Rise of Ancient Rome and its transition from a Republic
to and Empire.

Explore (20 – Mins):
First Up:
Have students analyze the map and timeline of the
Roman Empire on pages 148 & 149 of the text book.

Materials / Resources:
- PPT Presentation – WH2 -

Ancient Rome
Ancient Rome PPT Link
- Cornell Notes
- Index Card

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/15xobciY82rjcy09gepoJfDBwEoGOPJjR35UkJdwCuMM/edit#slide=id.p4
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/15xobciY82rjcy09gepoJfDBwEoGOPJjR35UkJdwCuMM/edit#slide=id.p4
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/15xobciY82rjcy09gepoJfDBwEoGOPJjR35UkJdwCuMM/edit#slide=id.p4
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1naAmJlptcfEsmozdjU35e1u0lNMczmgc_mBAV9zT7dc/edit?usp=sharing


Have the students do the following:
- Write one question that they have after looking

at the timeline and map.
- Answer the following question:

What was the significance of Rome’s central
location and geographic features?

Elaborate ( 25 – Mins):
Begin Teacher PPT Presentation: Ancient Rome

- Students will begin a new Cornell outline on
Ancient Rome.

- Review the beginnings of the Roman Empire
(slides 1-9).

o It’s Beginning
o Formation of a Republic
o Patricians & Plebeians
o Roman Expansion
o The transition from a Republic to an

Empire

Engage (5 – Mins):
Closing Task
Exit Card:
On an exit card students will answer the following
questions to be used as a lead in for the following days
lesson:

- What does the name Augustus mean?
- What other title did the Roman Senate give to

Augustus?
- What English word comes from that title?

Day 19 Objective of the Day: Students will learn more about
the Roman Emperor Augustus, the Augustan Age and
the advancements in Rome from this period of time.

Explore (30 – Mins):
First Up:
Students will read in their text books Chapter 7 Lesson
3 (p.163 to p.171) and complete the Lesson Quiz 7-3
Handout p.67

Elaborate (10 – Mins):
Continue the review of the PPT Presentation – WH2 -
Ancient Rome while students continue to compile their
Cornell Notes for this section.

- Expansion of the Roman Empire
- Architecture and Building of public buildings
- Increased trade
- Lighthouses to guide ships on the

Mediterranean Sea
- Great Roman Literature

Elaborate (10 – Mins):
Closing Task:
Exit Card:
Review PPT Presentation - WH2 – Hadrian’s Wall
while students answer the following questions:

- Where was the wall built?
- Why would the Romans build such a wall?

Materials / Resources:
- Lesson Quiz 7-3 Handout

p.67
- PPT Presentation – WH2 -

Ancient Rome
- Cornell Notes
- PPT Presentation – WH2 –

Hadrian’s Wall
- Index Card

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1naAmJlptcfEsmozdjU35e1u0lNMczmgc_mBAV9zT7dc/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1naAmJlptcfEsmozdjU35e1u0lNMczmgc_mBAV9zT7dc/edit


Checking for
Understanding

What check(s) will be used to determine if learners have understood the material and activities of
the lesson?

The students will actively take part in discussions over the material being covered. Checks for
understanding will be made during discussions on specific points and emphasis will be placed on
areas that are most important.  Daily assignments may also serve as a means of checking for
understanding.

Opportunities to
Relearn
(Reteach)

If necessary, what alternative teaching methods will be used to teach the same information or
skill? Consider teaching methods that address different learning styles, e.g., auditory, visual,
tactile, and kinesthetic.

Students will receive re-teaching opportunities at various times throughout the lesson.  Skills
assessments will be done during the mired of activities.  New activities and assignments will be
developed to address any lack of content or skills.

Technology Integration: N/A

Accommodations
for Special
Populations

What alternative instructional modifications and adaptations that address all learners' needs are
necessary, if any?
Accommodations for instruction will be provided as stated on each student’s (IEP)
Individual Education Plan for special education, 504, at risk, and ESL/Bilingual.

Strategies for
English Language
Learners (ELLs)

What additional teaching strategies will be used to accommodate the needs of English Language
Learners during this lesson unit?

Cooperative learning will be used throughout the lesson as well as peer tutoring.   ELLs will be
provided additional resources such as visual aids, note taking assistance, and individualized
attention as the situation merits.

The below strategies will be used as applicable for each ESL student:
1.       Speak clearly and demonstrate using manipulative, visual aides and gestures.
2.       Summarize lesson with clear, simple statements of facts.
3.       Provide alternate methods of completing assignments.
4.       Ask questions requiring short answers.
5.       Explain in small, distinct steps.
6.       Assign tasks at the appropriate level (lower if needed).
7.       Shorten length of assignments to allow for translation time.
8.       Use positive reinforcements.
9.       Use all learning modalities.
10.     Use preferred seating near teacher or peer tutor.
11.     Use fewer pronouns and minimize use of idioms.

Assessment or
Evaluation

(Formative and
Summative to
Assess Mastery)

What formal assessment that provides learning criteria and indicators through traditional or
alternative assessment means will be used? State what the learner will do to demonstrate
understanding and mastery of objectives (this should be directly tied to the lesson unit
objectives).

Students will be given an evaluation that consists of multiple choice and essay questions, as well
as TAKS formatted questions.

Materials:
Preparation and
Resources

What preparation must occur before the lesson is ready?  What resources should be available to
the instructor and learner to appropriately and successfully complete the lesson unit’s stated
objective(s), purpose(s) or goal(s)?

Campus: Princeton High School
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Six Weeks Period: 1st Six Weeks Grade Level & Course: 11th/12th World History

Timeline:  7 Days Lesson Unit Title: Unit 3 – Emergence & Collapse of Classical Empires
500BC to 600AD (Lesson 2)

Stated
Objectives:
TEKS Addressed
in the Lesson
Unit

(Include TEK
number and (SE)
student
expectation
description

Which subject-specific TEKS are going to be addressed in this lesson unit?

WH.1B:  identify major causes and describe the major effects of the following events from 500 BC to AD 600:
the development of the classical civilizations of Greece, Rome, Persia, India (Maurya and Gupta), China
(Zhou, Qin, and Han), and the development of major world religions;

WH.2C: explain how major river valley civilizations influenced the development of the classical civilizations.

WH.3A: describe the major political, religious/philosophical, and cultural influences of Persia, India, China,
Israel, Greece, and Rome, including the development of monotheism, Judaism, and Christianity;

WH.3B: explain the impact of the fall of Rome on Western Europe; and

WH.3C: compare the factors that led to the collapse of Rome and Han China.

WH.16A: locate places and regions of historical significance directly related to major eras and turning points in
world history;

WH.16C: interpret maps, charts, and graphs to explain how geography has influenced people and events in
the past.

WH.18B: identify the characteristics of the following political systems: theocracy, absolute monarchy,
democracy, republic, oligarchy, limited monarchy, and totalitarianism.

WH.19A: explain the development of democratic-republican government from its beginnings in the
Judeo-Christian legal tradition and classical Greece and Rome

WH.19B: identify the impact of political and legal ideas contained in the following documents: Hammurabi's
Code, the Jewish Ten Commandments, Justinian's Code of Laws, Magna Carta, the English Bill of Rights, the
Declaration of Independence, the U.S. Constitution, and the Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the
Citizen;

WH.20B: describe the rights and responsibilities of citizens and noncitizens in civic participation throughout
history;

WH.21B: identify the influence of ideas regarding the right to a "trial by a jury of your peers" and the concepts
of "innocent until proven guilty" and "equality before the law" that originated from the Judeo-Christian legal
tradition and in Greece and Rome;

WH.22B: describe the historical origins, central ideas, and spread of major religious and philosophical
traditions, including Buddhism, Christianity, Confucianism, Hinduism, Islam, Judaism, Sikhism, and the
development of monotheism;

WH.22C: identify examples of religious influence on various events referenced in the major eras of world
history.

WH.23A: describe the changing roles of women, children, and families during major eras of world history;

WH.24A: summarize the fundamental ideas and institutions of Eastern civilizations that originated in China and
India

WH.24B: summarize the fundamental ideas and institutions of Western civilizations that originated in Greece
and Rome;

WH.25B: describe examples of art, music, and literature that transcend the cultures in which they were created
and convey a universal theme.



WH.26A: identify the origin and diffusion of major ideas in mathematics, science, and technology that occurred
in river valley civilizations, classical Greece and Rome, classical India, and the Islamic caliphates between 700
and 1200 and in China from the Tang to Ming dynasties;

WH.26E: identify the contributions of significant scientists such as Archimedes, Copernicus, Eratosthenes,
Galileo, Pythagoras, Isaac Newton, and Robert Boyle.

WH.28E: analyze information by sequencing, categorizing, identifying cause-and-effect relationships,
comparing, contrasting, finding the main idea, summarizing, making generalizations and predictions, drawing
inferences and conclusions, and developing connections between historical events over time;

WH.28F: construct a thesis on a social studies issue or event supported by evidence;

WH.30B:  use effective written communication skills, including proper citations and avoiding plagiarism.
WH.30C: interpret and create written, oral, and visual presentations of social studies information;

Vocabulary
Addressed

What unfamiliar terms will be introduced to the students that will enhance their understanding of the
concept?

- ***SEE EMERGING EMPIRES 1***

Anticipatory Set
or Introduction to
Lesson Unit

What activity will focus attention on the subject matter of the upcoming lesson unit, establishing a
mental set to pique the students' interest? 

This lesson helps students understand the development of and contributions / influences
made by the early empires of Egypt, China, Greece, India & Rome.

Technology Integration: N/A

Teaching
Strategies

What specific teaching strategies are going to be used to teach this lesson unit? What approach will
be used to provide information (explain) the lesson unit to the students?

Students will be presented with a multifaceted approach of instruction, including:

 Cooperative Learning
 Socratic Discussion
Jigsaw Activities 
Document Analysis
 Critical Thinking
 Visual Presentations

Modeling
What modeling will take place to demonstrate what the students will do?

Students will be able see teacher-made examples, previous student examples and will also show
and discuss their own work with the class.

Day 20
Engage Elaborate

Objective of the Day: Students will understand the similarities
and differences between Buddhism and Hinduism (religions of
East/ South Asia).

First-up (10 mins) Global Religions Review
Students will complete a Global Religions map showing the
locations of the Religions we have covered to date:
Zoroastrianism, Christianity, Hinduism, Buddhism, and
polytheistic religions.

PPT & Class Notes: Asian Classical Empires & Beliefs
Systems (30 mins)

- Religion Maps
- Classical PPT Asia

Classical Asia PPT

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ndzIgj5YdJhgcD7g1LOOHnLMxO_TvRP929B_xgOhRWs/edit?usp=sharing


-Students will take notes and do paired discussions on the
beliefs and empires of classical Asia.

Closing Task: Global Religions Chart. (10 mins)
Students will complete a chart on religions covered in class.
Closing task is attached to powerpoint in Google Drive.

Day 21/22
Elaborate
Evaluate

Objective of the Day: Students will review for 6 weeks exam.

First-Up (10 Mins) Independent Review
Students will work to create index cards with key terms and
concepts for review.

Class Jeopardy!: 30 mins
Students in groups will complete in a teacher created jeopardy
game on the lessons learned in the 1st 6 weeks.

Closing Task: (10 mins) Partnered Review
Students will use their cue cards to quiz their partner to review
for 6 weeks exam.

- Jeopardy Game Link-
Jeopardy Game
Hyperlink

- Index Cards

Day 23
Evaluate

Objective of the Day: Students will complete in class written
test.

Class Assessment: (50 mins)
Students will complete written test

-

Day 24
Evaluate

Objective of the Day: Students will complete 6 weeks test.

Class Assessment: (50 mins)
Students will complete 1st 6 weeks test

- 6 weeks test
-

Day 25/26
Explain
Elaborate

Objective of the Day: Students will understand everyday life
and culture in the Roman Empire.

First-up: (25 mins) Independent assignment
Students will read pages 162- 167 and complete questions 1-5.

Class Short Video: Life in the Roman Republic  (20 mins)
Everyday life Rome (Video to show prior to activity)

Partnered Activity: Life in Rome (50 mins)
Students will work in groups and create a skit to be presented
comparing Everyday life in Rome with Everyday life in America
for the different class of people. Groups will present from
specific economic/social class.

Closing Task: 20 Words (Exit Card Day 6)- 5 mins
In exactly 20 words students will write a paragraph on 3 things
they learned in class on Roman Culture and Life. (AP Students
will complete as a thesis statement for a paper on life and
culture in the Roman Empire)

- Class Textbooks
- Video Discovery

Education: Roman
Life Video        -
Roman Life Video

http://www.superteachertools.us/jeopardyx/jeopardy-review-game.php?gamefile=1530201#.XT803-j0kdU
http://www.superteachertools.us/jeopardyx/jeopardy-review-game.php?gamefile=1530201#.XT803-j0kdU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=juWYhMoDTN0
https://app.discoveryeducation.com/learn/videos/5cefb92e-3631-4d15-a4f0-7a55bd0e2aa2/


Checking for
Understanding

What check(s) will be used to determine if learners have understood the material and activities of
the lesson?

The students will actively take part in discussions over the material being covered. Checks for
understanding will be made during discussions on specific points and emphasis will be placed on
areas that are most important.  Daily assignments may also serve as a means of checking for
understanding.
If necessary, what alternative teaching methods will be used to teach the same information or skill?
Consider teaching methods that address different learning styles, e.g., auditory, visual, tactile, and
kinesthetic.

Students will receive re-teaching opportunities at various times throughout the lesson.  Skills
assessments will be done during the mired of activities.  New activities and assignments will be
developed to address any lack of content or skills.

Technology Integration: N/A

Opportunities to
Relearn
(Reteach)

What alternative instructional modifications and adaptations that address all learners' needs are
necessary, if any?
Accommodations for instruction will be provided as stated on each student’s (IEP)
Individual Education Plan for special education, 504, at risk, and ESL/Bilingual.

Accommodations
for Special
Populations

What additional teaching strategies will be used to accommodate the needs of English Language
Learners during this lesson unit?

Cooperative learning will be used throughout the lesson as well as peer tutoring.   ELLs will be
provided additional resources such as visual aids, note taking assistance, and individualized
attention as the situation merits.

The below strategies will be used as applicable for each ESL student:
1.       Speak clearly and demonstrate using manipulative, visual aides and gestures.
2.       Summarize lesson with clear, simple statements of facts.
3.       Provide alternate methods of completing assignments.
4.       Ask questions requiring short answers.
5.       Explain in small, distinct steps.
6.       Assign tasks at the appropriate level (lower if needed).
7.       Shorten length of assignments to allow for translation time.
8.       Use positive reinforcements.
9.       Use all learning modalities.
10.     Use preferred seating near teacher or peer tutor.

11.     Use fewer pronouns and minimize use of idioms.

Strategies for
English
Language
Learners (ELLs)

What formal assessment that provides learning criteria and indicators through traditional or
alternative assessment means will be used? State what the learner will do to demonstrate
understanding and mastery of objectives (this should be directly tied to the lesson unit objectives).

Students will be given an evaluation that consists of multiple choice and essay questions, as
well as TAKS formatted questions.

Assessment or
Evaluation

(Formative and
Summative to
Assess Mastery)

What preparation must occur before the lesson is ready?  What resources should be available to
the instructor and learner to appropriately and successfully complete the lesson unit’s stated
objective(s), purpose(s) or goal(s)?

Materials:
Preparation and
Resources




